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Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system:Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemesAbdulhalim Dandoush , Sara Alouf , Philippe NainThème COM � Systèmes ommuniantsProjet MAESTRORapport de reherhe n° 7170 � April 2010 � 34 pagesAbstrat: This report studies the performane of Peer-to-Peer storage and bakup systems(P2PSS). These systems are based on three pillars: data fragmentation and disseminationamong the peers, redundany mehanisms to ope with peers hurn, and repair mehanismsto reover lost or temporarily unavailable data. Usually, redundany is ahieved either byusing repliation or by using erasure odes. A new lass of network oding (regeneratingodes) has been proposed reently. Therefore, we will adapt our work to these three redun-dany shemes. We introdue two mehanisms for reovering lost data and evaluate theirperformane by modeling them through absorbing Markov hains. Spei�ally, we evaluatethe quality of servie provided to users in terms of durability and availability of stored datafor eah reovery mehanism and dedue the impat of its parameters on the system perfor-mane. The �rst mehanism is entralized and based on the use of a single server that anreover multiple losses at one. The seond mehanism is distributed: reonstrution of lostfragments is iterated sequentially on many peers until the required level of redundany is at-tained. The key assumptions made in this work, in partiular, the assumptions made on thereovery proess and peer on-times distribution, are in agreement with the analysis in [11℄and in [20℄ respetively. The models are thereby general enough to be appliable to manydistributed environments as shown through numerial omputations. We �nd that, in stableenvironments suh as loal area or researh institute networks where mahines are usuallyhighly available, the distributed-repair sheme in erasure-oded systems o�ers a reliable,salable and heap storage/bakup solution. For the ase of highly dynami environments,in general, the distributed-repair sheme is ine�ient, in partiular to maintain high dataavailability, unless the data redundany is high. Using regenerating odes overomes thislimitation of the distributed-repair sheme. P2PSS with entralized-repair sheme are e�-ient in any environment but have the disadvantage of relying on a entralized authority.However, the analysis of the overhead ost (e.g. omputation, bandwidth ost and omplex-ity) resulting from the di�erent redundany shemes with respet to their advantages (e.g.simpliity), is left for future work.
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Disponibilité et longévité des données stokées dans lessystèmes de pairs : Evaluation de méanismes deredondane et de reouvrementRésumé : Ce rapport étudie les performanes de systèmes pair-à-pair de stokage desdonnées (P2PSS). Ces systèmes reposent sur trois piliers: la fragmentation des données etleur dissémination hez les pairs, la redondane des données a�n de faire fae aux éventuellesindisponibilités des pairs et l'existene d'un méanisme de réparation ou de reouvrementdes données perdues ou temporairement indisponibles. Nous introduisons deux méanismesde reouvrement des données perdues et en évaluons les performanes en les modélisant pardes haînes de Markov absorbantes. Plus préisément, nous évaluons la qualité du servierendu aux utilisateurs en terme de longévité et de disponibilité des données de haqueméanisme et en déduisons l'impat de ses paramètres sur ses performanes. Le premierméanisme est entralisé et repose sur l'utilisation d'un unique serveur pour la reonstrutiondes fragments de donnée perdus. Le seond méanisme est distribué : la reonstrution desfragments perdus met en oeuvre, séquentiellement, plusieurs pairs et s'arrête dès que leniveau de redondane requis est atteint. Les prinipales hypothèses faites dans e travail,notamment elles portant sur la distribution du proessus de reouvrement et de disponibilitédes pairs, sont en aord ave les hypothèses dans [11, 20℄. Nos modèles, qui généralisenteux dans [10℄, sont su�samment génériques pour s'appliquer à di�érents environnementsdistribués, omme le montrent nos appliations numériques. Nous onstatons que dansdes environnements stables omme les réseaux loaux des instituts de reherhe, où lesmahines sont généralement très disponibles, le méanisme de reouvrement distribué o�reune solution de stokage �able, évolutive et peu oûteuse. Pour des réseaux très dynamiquesl'e�aité du méanisme distribué est inversement proportionnelle au niveau de redondanedes données, tout partiulièrement pour e qui onerne leur disponibilité. Les systèmesde stokage qui implémentent le méanisme de reouvrement entralisé sont e�aes dansn'importe quel environnement, leur talon d'ahille étant les pannes du serveur qui rendentinopérantes la reonstrution des données perdues.Mots-lés : systèmes pair-à-pair, évaluation de performane, haîne de Markov absor-bante, approximation hamp moyen



4 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nain1 IntrodutionConventional storage solutions rely on robust dediated servers and magneti tapes on whihdata are stored. These equipments are reliable, but they are also expensive and do not salewell. The growth of storage volume, bandwidth, and omputational resoures for PCs hasfundamentally hanged the way appliations are onstruted. Almost 10 years ago, a newnetwork paradigm has been proposed where omputers an build a virtual network (alledoverlay) on top of another network or an existing arhiteture (e.g. Internet). This newnetwork paradigm has been labeled peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed network. A peer in thisparadigm is a omputer that play the role of both supplier and onsumer of resoures, inontrast to the traditional lient-server model where only servers supply, and omputersonsume. Appliations that use this distributed network provides enhaned salability andservie robustness as all the onneted omputers or peers provide some servies. Peers inthe overlay an be thought of as being onneted by virtual or logial links, eah of whihorresponds to a path, perhaps through many physial links, in the underlying network. Asalready mentioned, eah peer reeives/provides a servie from/to other peers through theoverlay network; examples of suh servies are omputing (sharing the apaity of its entralproessing unit), data upload (sharing its bandwidth apaity), data storage (sharing its freestorage spae), as well as support to loate resoures, servies and other peers.This P2P model has proved to be an alternative to the Client/Server model and a promis-ing paradigm for Grid omputing, �le sharing, voie over IP, bakup and storage appliations.Some of the reent e�orts for building highly available storage or bakup system based onthe P2P paradigm inlude Intermemory [13℄, OeanStore [18℄, CFS [9℄, PAST [24℄, TotalReall [5℄, UbiStorage [27℄ and Tahoe [28℄. Although salable and eonomially attrativeompared to traditional storage/bakup systems, these P2P systems pose many problemssuh as reliability, data availability and on�dentiality.We an distinguish between bakup and storage systems. P2P bakup systems aim toprovide long data lifetime without onstraints on the data availability level or the reon-strution time. For this reason, the bakup system designers are interested in the permanentdepartures of peers rather than the intermediate disonnetions, on the ontrary to storagesystems, even if the disonnetions durations were long.1.1 Redundany shemesIn a P2P network, peers are free to leave and join the system at any time. As a resultof the intermittent availability of peers, ensuring high availability of the stored data is aninteresting and hallenging problem. To ensure data reliability and availability in suhdynami systems, redundant data is inserted into the system. Existing systems ahieveredundany either by repliation, where there are two repliation levels, or by erasure odes(e.g. [23, 6℄). The two repliation levels are as follows:� The whole-�le-level repliation sheme. A �le f is repliated r times over r di�erentpeers (as in PAST [24℄) so that the tolerane against failures or peers departure is equal
INRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes5to r. The ratio 1/{r + 1} de�nes the useful storage spae in the system. Hereafter, wewill refer to this repliation sheme as repliation.� The fragment-level repliation sheme. This sheme onsists of dividing the �le f into
s equally sized fragments, and then make r opies of eah of them and plae onefragment opy per peer, as in CFS [9℄.The erasure ode (EC) sheme onsists of dividing the �le f into b equally sized bloks(say SB bits). Eah blok of data D is partitioned into s equally sized fragments (say

FEC = SB/s bits) to whih, using one of the erasure odes sheme (e.g. [23, 6℄), r redundantfragments are added of the same size. To download a blok of data, any s fragmentsare needed out of the s + r (downloading the size of the original blok SB). Reoveringany fragment (if it is lost) or adding a new redundant fragment of a given blok of datarequires the download of any other s fragments out of the available fragments of that blok(downloading again the size of the original blok SB). Therefore, for eah stored blok ofdata, the tolerane against failures or peers departure is equal to r. The useful storage spaein the system is de�ned by the ratio s/(s + r). Intermemory [13, 7℄, OeanStore [18℄, TotalReall [5℄ and UbiStorage [27℄ are some examples of existing P2P systems that use erasureoding mehanisms to provide some level of system reliability and data availability.For the same amount of redundany, erasure odes provide higher availability of datathan repliation [29℄. In [3℄, the authors show that an erasure odes sheme makes bakupsystems more salable than repliation and blok-level repliation shemes as the requiredavailability gets higher. They show as well that the salability of the blok-level shemewith respet to the total storage required is even lower than that of the repliation sheme.A new lass of odes, so-alled regenerating odes (RC) has been proposed reentlyin [12℄. RC an be onsidered a generalization of erasure ode (EC), whih redues theommuniation ost of EC by slightly inreasing the storage ost. The size of fragmentsin RC is larger of that in EC. In [12℄, the authors onsider in Theorem 1, p. 5 a simplesheme in whih they require that any s fragments (the minimum possible) an reonstrutthe original blok of data. All fragments have equal size FRC = α ∗SB, where SB stands forthe size of the given blok of data to be stored. A newommer (a new peer in our notation)produes a new redundant fragment by onneting to any s nodes and downloading αSB/sbits from eah. In this theorem, the authors assume that the soure node of the blokof data will store initially n fragments of size αSB bits on n storage nodes. In addition,newommers arrive sequentially and eah one onnets to an arbitrary k-subset of previousnodes (inluding previous newommers). They de�ne αc :=
s

s2 − s + 1
to be, in the worthase, the lower bound on the minimal amount of data that a newomer must download. Theworth ase is oured when a data olletor (lient) need to reover the original blok of datafrom only newomers. In general, if α ≥ αc there exists a linear network ode so that alldata olletors an reonstrut the onsidered blok by downloading s fragments from any

s nodes. So, using this simple sheme of RC, adding a new redundant fragment of a givenblok requires a new peer to download 1/s perent of s stored fragments (αSB/s of eah)so that the new peer regenerates one random linear ombination of the parts of fragmentsRR n° 7170



6 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nainalready downloaded; the new peer will store all the downloaded data whose size is equal tothe size of the stored fragments instead to download the equivalent of original blok size, inthe ase of EC, to regenerate one fragment and deleting later the downloaded fragments. Inthe same way, downloading the blok, by a data olletor, in EC requires the download ofits size (s∗FEC = SB), where in RC, it requires the download of s∗FRC = s∗α∗SB = βSB ,where β > 1. The authors show that β → 1 as s → ∞. Until the time of writing this report,the regenerating odes is not yet used in any P2P system. However, we will show throughnumerial results that RC is a promissing redundany sheme for P2P storage and bakupsystems.1.2 Reovery mehanisms and poliiesUsing redundany mehanisms without repairing lost data is not e�ient, as the level ofredundany dereases when peers leave the system. Consequently, P2P storage/bakupsystems need to ompensate the loss of data by ontinuously storing additional redundantdata onto new hosts.Systems may rely on a entral authority that reonstruts fragments when neessary;these systems will be referred to as entralized-reovery systems. Alternatively, seure agentsrunning on new hosts an reonstrut by themselves the data to be stored on the hosts disks.Suh systems will be referred to as distributed-reovery systems. A entralized server anreover at one multiple losses of the same doument in the entralized-reovery sheme. Inthe distributed ase, eah new host�thanks to its seure agent�reovers only one loss perdoument.Regardless of the reovery mehanism used, two repair poliies an be enfored. In theeager poliy, when the system detets that one host has left the network, it immediatelyinitiates the reonstrution of the lost data, and stores it on a new peer upon reovery. Thispoliy is simple but makes no distintion between permanent departures that need to bereovered, and transient disonnetions that do not.Having in mind that onnetions may experiene temporary, as opposed to permanentfailures, one may want to deploy a system that defers the repair beyond the detetion of a�rst loss of data. This alternative poliy, alled lazy, inherently uses less bandwidth thanthe eager poliy. However, it is obvious that an extra amount of redundany is neessary tomask and to tolerate host departures for extended periods of time.1.3 ContributionsThe aim of this report is to develop mathematial models to evaluate fundamental perfor-mane metris (data lifetime and availability) of P2PSS. Our ontributions are as follows:� Analysis of entralized and distributed reovery mehanisms.� Proposition of a general model that aptures the behavior of eager/lazy repair poliiesand the three repliation shemes, and aommodates both temporary and permanentdisonnetions of peers. INRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes7� Numerial investigation using realisti parameters values to support the mathematialmodels and to ompare erasure odes with regenerating odes.� Provision of guidelines on how to engineer a P2P bakup or storage system in orderto satisfy given requirements.In the following, Setion 2 reviews related work and Setion 3 introdues the assumptionsand notation used throughout the report. In Setion 4, we disuss some preliminary materialto be used in subsequent setions. Setions 5 and 6 are dediated to the modeling of theentralized- and distributed-reovery mehanism, respetively. In Setion 8, we provide somenumerial results showing the performane of the entralized and deentralized shemes wheneither erasure odes or regenerating odes are used. Setion 9 onludes the report.2 Related Work and BakgroundAlthough the literature on the arhiteture and �le system of distributed bakup and storagesystems is abundant, most of these systems are on�gured statially to provide durabilityand/or availability with only a ursory understanding of how the on�guration will impatoverall performane. Some systems allow data to be repliated and ahed without on-straints on the storage overhead or on the frequeny at whih data are ahed or reovered.These yield to waste of bandwidth and storage volume and do not provide a lear prede�neddurability and availability level. Hene, the importane of the thorough evaluation of P2Pstorage systems before their deployment.There have been reent modeling e�orts fousing on the performane analysis of P2Pbakup and storage systems in terms of data durability and availability suh as [22, 1℄ and [?℄.However, in all these models, �ndings and onlusions rely on the assumption that the peersavailability and the reovery proess are exponentially distributed with some parameter forthe sake of simpli�ation or for the lak of works haraterizing their distribution underrealisti settings and assumptions.Charaterizing peers availability both in loal and wide area environments has been thefous of [20℄. In this paper, Nurmi, Brevik and Wolski investigate three sets of data, eahmeasuring mahine availability in a di�erent setting, and perform goodness-of-�t tests oneah data set to assess whih out of four distributions best �ts the data. They have foundthat a hyper-exponential model �ts more aurately the mahine availability durations thanthe exponential, Pareto, or Weibull distribution.To understand how the reovery proess ould be better modeled, we performed a paket-level simulation analysis of the download and the reovery proesses in erasure-oded sys-tems; f. [11℄. We ran several experiments and olleted a large number of samples ofthese proesses in a large variety of senarios. We used expetation maximization and leastsquare estimation algorithms to �t the empirial distributions and tested the goodness ofour �ts using statistial (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and graphial methods. We found thatthe download time of a fragment of data loated on a single peer follows approximately an
RR n° 7170



8 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nainexponential distribution. We also found that the reovery time essentially follows a hypo-exponential distribution with many distint phases.. We found that the download time of afragment of data loated on a single peer follows approximately an exponential distribution.We also found that the reovery time essentially follows a hypo-exponential distribution withmany distint phases.In light of the onlusions of [20℄, namely, that mahine availability is modeled with ahyper-exponential distribution, and building on the �ndings of [11℄ we will propose in thisreport general and aurate models that are valid under di�erent distributed environments.3 System Desription and AssumptionsIn the following, we will distinguish the peers, whih are omputers where data is stored andwhih form a storage system, from the users whose objetive is to retrieve the data storedin the storage system.We onsider a distributed storage system whih peers randomly join and leave. Thefollowing assumptions on the P2PSS design will be enfored throughout the report:� A blok of data D is partitioned into s equally sized fragments to whih, using erasureodes or regenerating ode, r redundant fragments are added. The ase of repliation-based redundany is equally aptured by this notation, after setting s = 1 and lettingthe r redundant fragments be simple replias of the unique fragment of the blok. Thisnotation�and hene our modeling�is general enough to study both repliation-basedand erasure ode-based storage systems.� Mainly for privay issues, a peer an store at most one fragment of any data D.� We assume the system has perfet knowledge of the loation of fragments at any giventime, e.g. by using a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) or a entral authority.� The system keeps trak of only the latest known loation of eah fragment.� Over time, a peer an be either onneted to or disonneted from the storage system.At reonnetion, a peer may or may not still store its fragments. We denote by p theprobability that a peer that reonnets still stores its fragments.� The number of onneted peers at any time is typially muh larger than the numberof fragments assoiated with D, i.e., s+ r. Therefore, we assume that there are alwaysat least s + r onneted peers�hereafter referred to as new peers�whih are ready toreeive and store fragments of D.We refer to as on-time (resp. o�-time) a time-interval during whih a peer is alwaysonneted (resp. disonneted). During a peer's o�-time, the fragments stored on thispeer are momentarily unavailable to the users of the storage system. At reonnetion, andaording to the assumptions above, the fragments stored on this peer will be available only
INRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes9with a persistene probability p (and with probability 1 − p they are lost). In order toimprove data availability and inrease the reliability of the storage system, it is thereforeruial to reover from losses by ontinuously monitoring the system and adding redundanywhenever needed.We will investigate the performane of the two di�erent repair poliies: the eager andthe lazy repair poliies. Reall that in the lazy poliy, the repair is delayed until the numberof unavailable fragments reahes a given threshold, denoted k. We must have k ≤ r sine Dis lost if more than r fragments are missing from the storage system. Both repair poliiesan be represented by the threshold parameter k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, where k an take any valuein the set {2, . . . , r} in the lazy poliy and k = 1 in the eager poliy.Any repair poliy an be implemented either in a entralized or a distributed way. In thefollowing desription, we assume that the system misses k fragments so that lost fragmentshave to be restored.In the entralized implementation, a entral authority will: (1) download in parallel sfragments from the peers whih are onneted,(2) reonstrut at one all the unavail-able fragments, and (3) upload the reonstruted fragments in parallel onto as many newpeers for storage. The entral authority updates the database reording fragments loationsas soon as all uploads terminate. Step 2 exeutes in a negligible time ompared to the exe-ution time of Steps 1 and 3 and will heneforth be ignored in the modeling. Step 1 (resp.Step 3) ends exeuting when the download (resp. upload) of the last fragment is ompleted.In the distributed implementation, a seure agent on one new peer is noti�edof the identity of one out of the k unavailable fragments for it to reonstrut it.Upon noti�ation, the seure agent (1) downloads s fragments (or s parts of sfragments if RC is used) of D from the peers whih are onneted to the storagesystem, (2) reonstruts the spei�ed fragment and stores it on the peer's disk;(3) subsequently disards the s downloaded fragments, in the ase of erasureode, so as to meet the privay onstraint that only one fragment of a blok ofdata may be held by a peer. This operation iterates until less than k fragments aresensed unavailable and stops if the number of missing fragments reahes k−1. The reoveryof one fragment lasts mainly for the exeution time of Step 1. We will thus onsider thereovery proess to end when the download of the last fragment (out of s) is ompleted.In both implementations, one a fragment is reonstruted, any other opy ofit that �reappears� in the system due to a peer reonnetion is simply ignored,as only one loation (the newest) of the fragment is reorded in the system.Similarly, if a fragment is unavailable, the system knows of only one disonnetedpeer that stores the unavailable fragment.Given the system desription, data D an be either available, unavailable or lost. Data
D is said to be available if any s fragments out of the s + r fragments an be downloadedby the users of the P2PSS. Data D is said to be unavailable if less than s fragments areavailable for download, however the missing fragments to omplete D are loated at a peeror a entral authority on whih a reovery proess is ongoing. Data D is said to be lost ifthere are less than s fragments in the system inluding the fragments involved in a reovery
RR n° 7170



10 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nainproess. We assume that, at time t = 0, at least s fragments are available so that thedoument is initially available.We now introdue the assumptions onsidered in our models.Assumption 1: (o�-times) We assume that suessive durations of o�-times of a peer areindependent and identially distributed (iid) random variables (rvs) with a ommonexponential distribution funtion with parameter λ > 0.Assumption 1 is in agreement with the analysis in [22℄.Assumption 2: (on-times) We assume that suessive durations of on-times of a peerare iid rvs with a ommon hyper-exponential distribution funtion with n phases; theparameters of phase i are {pi, µi}, with pi the probability that phase i is seleted and
1/µi the mean duration of phase i. We naturally have ∑n

i=1 pi = 1.Assumption 2, with n > 1, is in agreement with the analysis in [20℄; when n = 1, it is inagreement with the analysis in [22℄.Assumption 3: (independene) Suessive on-times and o�-times are assumed to beindependent. Peers are assumed to behave independently of eah other.Assumption 4: (download/upload durations) We assume that suessive download(resp. upload) durations of a fragment are iid rvs with a ommon exponential dis-tribution funtion with parameter α (resp. β). We further assume that onurrentfragments downloads/uploads are not orrelated.Assumption 4 is supported by our �ndings in [11℄. As already mentioned, the fragmentdownload/upload time was found to follow approximately an exponential distribution. Asfor the onurrent downloads/uploads, we have found in simulations that these are weaklyorrelated and lose to be �independent� as long as the total workload is equally distributedover the ative peers. There are two main reasons for the weak orrelation between onur-rent downloads/uploads as observed in simulations: (i) the good onnetivity of nowadaysore networks and (ii) the asymmetry in peers upstream and downstream bandwidths, as onaverage, a peer tends to have higher downstream than upstream bandwidth [25, 15℄. So, asthe bottlenek would be the upstream apaity of peers, the fragment download times arelose to be iid rvs.A onsequene of Assumption 4 is that eah of the blok download time and the durationsof the entralized and the distributed reovery proesses is a rv following a hypo-exponentialdistribution [16℄. Indeed, eah of these durations is the summation of independently dis-tributed exponential rvs (s for the blok download and in the distributed sheme, and s + kin the entralized sheme if k fragments are to be reonstruted) having eah its own rate.This is a fundamental di�erene with [1℄ where the reovery proess is assumed to follow anexponential distribution.It is worth mentioning that the simulation analysis of [11℄ has onluded that in mostases the reovery time follows roughly a hypo-exponential distribution. This result isINRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes11Table 1: System parameters.
D Blok of data
s Original number of fragments for eah blok of data
r Number of redundant fragments
k Threshold of the reovery proess
p Persistene probability
λ Rate at whih peers rejoin the system
{pi, µi}i=1,...,n Parameters of the peers failure proess
α Download rate of a piee of data (fragment)
β Upload rate of a fragment in the entralized-repair shemeexpeted as long as fragments downloads/uploads are exponentially distributed and veryweakly orrelated. It was also found in [11℄ that a hypo-exponential model gives a morereasonable approximation of the reovery proess than an exponential model even in aseswhen the null hypothesis is rejeted.Given Assumptions 1�4, the models developed in this report are more general and/ormore realisti than those in [22, 1, 10℄. Table 1 reapitulates the parameters introdued inthis setion. We will refer to s, r and k as the protool parameters, p, λ and {pi, µi}i=1,...,nas the peers parameters, and α and β as the network parameters.4 Preliminaries and NotationWe will fous in this setion on the dynami of peers in the storage system. In partiular, weare interested in omputing the stationary distribution of peers. Aording to Assumptions1�3 in the previous setion, eah time a peer rejoins the system, it piks its on-time durationfrom an exponential distribution having parameter µi with probability pi, for i ∈ [1..n]. Inother words, a peer an stay onneted for a short time in a session and for a long time inanother one.This dynamiity an be modeled as a general queueing network with an arbitrary but�nite number n of di�erent lasses of ustomers (peers) and an in�nite number of servers.In this network, a new ustomer enters diretly, with probability pi, a server with a servierate µi. De�ne PI(~n = (n1, . . . , nn)) := limt→∞ P (N1(t) = n1, . . . , Nn(t) = nn) to be thejoint distribution funtion of the number of ustomers of lass 1, . . . , n in steady-state (or,equivalently, the number of busy servers) where Ni(t) is the number of peers of lass i inthe system at time t for i = 1, . . . , n. We have the following known results [2, 17℄:

PI(~n) = 1/G

n
∏

i=1

ρni

i

ni!where ρi = λpi/µi is the rate at whih work enters lass i and G is the normalizingonstant.RR n° 7170



12 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nain
G =

∑

~n∈Nn

n
∏

i=1

ρni

i

ni!Denote the expeted number of ustomers of lass i in the system by E[ni] where
E[ni] =

∑

~n∈Nn

niPI(~n) = ρi

n
∏

l=1

eρl , for i = 1, . . . , n. For later use, we will ompute the probability of seleting a new peer in phase i, denotedby R(i), or equivalently the perentage of the onneted peers in phase i as follows:
R(i) =

E[ni]
∑n

l=1 E[nl]
=

ρi
∑n

l=1 ρl
=

pi/µi
∑n

l=1 pl/µl
(1)We introdue as well funtions S and f suh that for a given n-tuple ~a = (a1, . . . , an),

S(~a) :=
∑n

i=1 ai and fi(~a) := ai/S(~a).We onlude this setion by a word on the notation: a subsript �c� (resp. �d�) willindiate that we are onsidering the entralized (resp. distributed) reovery sheme. Thenotation ~e i
j refers to a row vetor of dimension j whose entries are null exept the i-th entrythat is equal to 1; the notation ~1j refers to a olumn vetor of dimension j whose eah entryis equal to 1; and the notation ~0 refers to a null row vetor of appropriate dimension. 1l{A}is the harateristi funtion of event A. The notation [a]+ refers to max{a, 0}. The setof integers ranging from a to b is denoted [a..b]. Given a set of n rvs {Bi(t)}i∈[1..n], ~B(t)denotes the vetor (B1(t), . . . , Bn(t)) and ~B denotes the stohasti proess { ~B(t), t ≥ 0}.5 Centralized Repair SystemsIn this setion, we address the performane of P2PSS using the entralized-reovery sheme.We will fous on a single blok of data D, and pay attention only to peers storingfragments of this blok. At any time t, the state of a blok D an be desribed by both thenumber of fragments that are available for download and the state of the reovery proess.When triggered, the reovery proess goes �rst through a �download phase� (fragments aredownloaded from onneted peers to the entral authority) then through an �upload phase�(fragments are uploaded to new peers from the entral authority).More formally, we introdue n-dimensional vetors ~Xc(t), ~Yc(t), ~Zc(t), ~Uc(t), and ~Vc(t),where n is the number of phases of the hyper-exponential distribution of peers on-timesdurations, and a 5n-dimensional vetor ~Wc(t) = ( ~Xc(t), ~Yc(t), ~Zc(t), ~Uc(t), ~Vc(t)). Vetors

~Yc(t) and ~Zc(t) desribe the download phase of the reovery proess whereas ~Uc(t) and ~Vc(t)desribe its upload phase. The formal de�nition of these vetors is as follows:� ~Xc(t) := (Xc,1(t), . . . , Xc,n(t)) where Xc,l(t) is a [0..s + r]-valued rv denoting thenumber of fragments of D stored on peers that are in phase l at time t. INRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes13� ~Yc(t) := (Yc,1(t), . . . , Yc,n(t)) where Yc,l(t) is a [0..s−1]-valued rv denoting the numberof fragments of D being downloaded at time t to the entral authority from peers inphase l (one fragment per peer).� ~Zc(t) := (Zc,1(t), . . . , Zc,n(t)) where Zc,l(t) is a [0..s]-valued rv denoting the number offragments of D hold at time t by the entral authority and whose download was donefrom peers in phase l (one fragment per peer). Observe that these peers may have leftthe system by time t.� ~Uc(t) := (Uc,1(t), . . . , Uc,n(t)) where Uc,l(t) is a [0..s + r − 1]-valued rv denoting thenumber of (reonstruted) fragments of D being uploaded at time t from the entralauthority to new peers that are in phase l (one fragment per peer).� ~Vc(t) := (Vc,1(t), . . . , Vc,n(t)) where Vc,l(t) is a [0..s + r − 1]-valued rv denoting thenumber of (reonstruted) fragments of D whose upload from the entral authority tonew peers that are in phase l has been ompleted at time t (one fragment per peer).Given the above de�nitions, we neessarily have Yc,l(t) ≤ Xc,l(t) for l ∈ [1..n] at any time t.The number of fragments of D that are available for download at time t is given by S( ~Xc(t))(reall the de�nition of the funtion S in Setion 3). Given that s fragments of D need tobe downloaded to the entral authority during the download phase of the reovery proess,we will have (during this phase) S(~Yc(t)) + S(~Zc(t)) = s, suh that S(~Yc(t)), S(~Zc(t)) ∈
[1..s − 1]. One the download phase is ompleted, the entral authority will reonstrut atone all missing fragments, that is s + r − S( ~Xc(t)). Therefore, during the upload phase,we have S(~Uc(t)) + S(~Vc(t)) = s + r − S( ~Xc(t)). Observe that, one the download phaseis ompleted, the number of available fragments, S( ~Xc(t)), may well derease to 0 withpeers all leaving the system. In suh a situation, the entral authority will reonstrut s + rfragments of D. As soon as the download phase is ompleted ~Yc(t) = ~0 and S(~Zc(t)) = s.The end of the upload phase is also the end of the reovery proess. We will then have
~Yc(t) = ~Zc(t) = ~Uc(t) = ~Vc(t) = ~0 until the reovery proess is again triggered.Aording to the terminology introdued in Setion 3, at time t, data D is available if
S( ~Xc(t)) ≥ s, regardless of the state of the reovery proess. It is unavailable if S( ~Xc(t)) <

s but S(~Zc(t))�the number of fragments hold by the entral authority�is larger than
s − S( ~Xc(t)) and at least s − S( ~Xc(t)) fragments out of S(~Zc(t)) are di�erent from those
S( ~Xc(t)) fragments available on peers. Otherwise, D is onsidered to be lost. The lattersituation will be modeled by a single state a.If a reovery proess is ongoing, the exat number of distint fragments of D that are inthe system�ounting both those that are available and those hold by the entral authority�may be unknown due to peers hurn. However, we are able to �nd a lower bound on it,namely,

b( ~Xc(t), ~Yc(t), ~Zc(t)) :=

n
∑

l=1

max{Xc,l(t), Yc,l(t) + Zc,l(t)}.

RR n° 7170



14 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. NainIn fat, the unertainty about the number of distint fragments is a result of peers hurn.That said, this bound is very tight and most often gives the exat number of distint frag-ments sine peers hurn ours at a muh larger time-sale than a fragment download.In our modeling, we onsider an unavailable data D to beome lost when the bound btakes a value smaller than s. Observe that, if the reovery proess is not triggered, then
b( ~Xc(t),~0,~0) = S( ~Xc(t)) gives the exat number of distint fragments.The system state at time t an be represented by the 5n-dimensional vetor ~Wc(t).Thanks to the assumptions made in Setion 3, the multi-dimensional proess ~Wc := { ~Wc(t), t ≥
0} is an absorbing homogeneous ontinuous-time Markov hain (CTMC) with a set of tran-sient states Tc representing the situations when D is either available or unavailable and asingle absorbing state a representing the situation when D is lost. As writing Tc is tedious, wewill simply say that Tc is a subset of [0..s+r]n×[0..s−1]n×[0..s]n×[0..s+r−1]n×[0..s+r−1]n.The elements of Tc must verify the onstraints mentioned above.Without loss of generality, we assume that S( ~Xc(0)) ≥ s. The in�nitesimal generatorhas the following anonial form

Tc a

Tc

a

(

~Qc
~Rc

~0 0

)where ~Rc is a non-zero olumn vetor of size |Tc|, and ~Qc is |Tc|-by-|Tc| matrix. The elementsof ~Rc are the transition rates between the transient states ~wc ∈ Tc and the absorbing state
a. The diagonal elements of ~Qc are eah the total transition rate out of the orrespondingtransient state. The other elements of ~Qc are the transition rates between eah pair oftransient states. The non-zero elements of ~Rc are, for S(~yc) ∈ [1..S(~xc)] and S(~zc) =
s − S(~yc),

rc(~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0) =

n
∑

l=1

xc,lµl, for S(~xc) = s.

rc(~xc, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0) =

n
∑

l=1

yc,lµl · 1l{b(~xc, ~yc, ~zc) = s} , for S(~xc) ∈ [1..s].Let us proeed to the de�nition of the non-zero elements of ~Qc.The ase when a peer leaves the systemThere are seven di�erent situations in this ase. In the �rst situation, either the reoveryproess has not been triggered or it has but no download has been ompleted yet. In boththe seond and third situations, the download phase of the reovery proess is ongoingand at least one download is ompleted. However, in the seond situation, the departingpeer does not a�et the reovery proess (either it was not involved in it or its fragmentdownload is ompleted), unlike what happens in the third situation. In the third situation,a fragment download is interrupted due to the peer's departure. The entral authority willthen immediately start downloading a fragment from another available peer that is uniformlyINRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes15seleted among all available peers not urrently involved in the reovery proess. The fourthsituation arises when a peer leaves the system at the end of the download phase. The�fth situation ours when an available fragment beomes unavailable during the uploadphase. The sixth situation ours when a peer, to whih the entral authority is uploadinga fragment, leaves the system. The last situation arises beause of a departure of a peer towhih the entral authority has ompletely uploaded a reonstruted fragment. Note thatthe uploaded fragment was not yet integrated in the available fragments. This is ausedby the fat that the entral authority updates the database reording fragments loationsas soon as all uploads terminate. To overom any departure or failure that ours in theontext of one of the last three situations, the entral authority has then to upload again thegiven fragment to a new peer. A new seleted peer would be in phase m with probability
R(m) for m ∈ [1..n]. The elements of ~Qc orresponding to these seven situations are, for
l ∈ [1..n] and m ∈ [1..n],

qc((~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0), (~xc − ~e l
n,~0,~0,~0,~0)) = xc,lµl,for S(~xc) ∈ [s + 1..s + r].

qc((~xc, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc − ~e l
n, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0)) = [xc,l − yc,l]

+µl,for S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..s − 1], S(~zc) = s − S(~yc);or S(~xc) ∈ [2..s − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..S(~xc) − 1], S(~zc) = s − S(~yc).

qc((~xc, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc − ~e l
n, ~yc − ~e l

n + ~e m
n , ~zc,~0,~0)) =

yc,lµl[xc,m − yc,m − zc,m]+
∑n

i=1[xc,i − yc,i − zc,i]+
,for S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..s − 1], S(~zc) = s − S(~yc);or S(~xc) ∈ [2..s − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..S(~xc) − 1], S(~zc) = s − S(~yc).

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc − ~e l
n,~0, ~zc,~0,~0)) = xc,lµl,for S(~xc) ∈ [1..s + r − 1], S(~zc) = s.

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc, ~vc), (~xc − ~e l
n,~0, ~zc, ~uc + ~e m

n , ~vc)) = xc,lµlR(m),for S(~xc) ∈ [1..s + r − 2], S(~zc) = s, S(~uc) ∈ [1..s + r − S(~xc) − 1],
S(~vc) = s + r − S(~xc) − S(~uc).

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc, ~vc), (~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc − ~e l
n + ~e m

n , ~vc)) = uc,lµlR(m),for S(~xc) ∈ [1..s + r − 2], S(~zc) = s, S(~uc) ∈ [1..s + r − S(~xc) − 1],
S(~vc) = s + r − S(~xc) − S(~uc), l 6= m.

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc, ~vc), (~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc + ~e m
n , ~vc − ~e l

n)) = vc,lµlR(m),for S(~xc) ∈ [1..s + r − 2], S(~zc) = s, S(~uc) ∈ [1..s + r − S(~xc) − 1],
S(~vc) = s + r − S(~xc) − S(~uc).The ase when a peer rejoins the systemReall that the system keeps trae of only the latest known loation of eah fragment.As suh, one a fragment is reonstruted, any other opy of it that �reappears� in thesystem due to a peer reonnetion is simply ignored, as only one loation (the newest) ofthe fragment is reorded in the system. Similarly, if a fragment is unavailable, the systemknows of only one disonneted peer that stores the unavailable fragment. In the following,RR n° 7170



16 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nainonly relevant reonnetions are onsidered. For instane, when the reovery proess is inits upload phase, any peer that rejoins the system does not a�et the system state sine allfragments have been reonstruted and are being uploaded to their new loations.There are three situations where reonnetions may be relevant. In the �rst, either thereovery proess has not been triggered or it has but no download has been ompleted yet. Inboth the seond and third situations, the download phase of the reovery proess is ongoingand at least one download is ompleted. However, in the third situation, there is only onemissing fragment, so when the peer storing the missing fragments rejoins the system, thereovery proess aborts.The elements of ~Qc orresponding to these three situations are, for l ∈ [1..n] and S(~zc) =
s − S(~yc)

qc((~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0), (~xc + ~e l
n,~0,~0,~0,~0)) = pl(s + r − S(~xc))pλ,for S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − 1].

qc((~xc, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc + ~e l
n, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0)) = pl(s + r − S(~xc))pλ,for S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − 2], S(~yc) ∈ [1..s − 1];or S(~xc) ∈ [1..s − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..S(~xc)].

qc((~xc, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc + ~e l
n,~0,~0,~0,~0)) = pl pλ,for S(~xc) = s + r − 1, S(~yc) ∈ [1..s − 1].The ase when one download is ompleted during the reovery proessWhen a reovery proess is initiated, the system state veri�es S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − k] and

~yc = ~zc = ~uc = ~vc = ~0. The entral authority selets s peers out of the S(~xc) peers thatare onneted to the system and initiates a fragment download from eah. Among the speers that are seleted, il out of s would be in phase l, for l ∈ [1..n]. Let ~i = (i1, . . . , in).We naturally have 0 ≤ il ≤ xc,l, for l ∈ [1..n], and S(~i) = s. This seletion ours withprobability
g(~i, ~xc) :=

∏n
l=1

(

xc,l

il

)

(

S(~xc)
s

)
.The probability that the �rst download to be ompleted out of s was from a peer in phase lis equal to fl(~i) = il/s (reall the de�nition of f in Setion 3). Similarly, when the numberof ongoing downloads is ~yc, the probability that the �rst download to be ompleted out of

S(~yc) was from a peer in phase l is equal to fl(~yc) = yc,l/S(~yc).The two possible transition rates in suh situations are, for l ∈ [1..n], m ∈ [1..n] and
S(~zc) = s − S(~yc),

qc((~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0), (~xc,~i − ~e l
n, ~e l

n,~0,~0)) = sα g(~i, ~xc) fl(~i),for S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − k], im ∈ [0..xc,m], S(~i) = s.

qc((~xc, ~yc, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc, ~yc − ~e l
n, ~zc + ~e l

n,~0,~0)) = S(~yc)α fl(~yc),for S(~xc) ∈ [s..s + r − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..s − 1];or S(~xc) ∈ [1..s − 1], S(~yc) ∈ [1..S(~xc)].The ase when one upload is ompleted during the reovery proess INRIA



Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes17When the download phase is ompleted, the system state veri�es S(~zc) = s and ~yc =
~uc = ~vc = ~0. The entral authority selets s+ r−S(~xc) new peers that are onneted to thesystem and initiates a (reonstruted) fragment upload to eah. Among the peers that areseleted, il out of s + r − S(~xc) would be in phase l, for l ∈ [1..n]. Let ~i = (i1, . . . , in). Wenaturally have 0 ≤ il ≤ s + r −S(~xc), for l ∈ [1..n], and S(~i) = s + r−S(~xc). This seletionours with probability

h(~i, ~xc) :=

(

s + r − S(~xc)

i1, i2, . . . , in

) n
∏

l=1

R(l)
ilwhere the multinomial oe�ient has been used. For l ∈ [1..n] and S(~zc) = s, we an write

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc,~0, ~zc,~i − ~e l
n, ~e l

n)) = S(~i)β h(~i, ~xc) fl(~i),for S(~xc) ∈ [0..s + r − 2], ~i ∈ [0..s + r − S(~xc)]
n, S(~i) = s + r − S(~xc).

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc, ~vc), (~xc,~0, ~zc, ~uc − ~e l
n, ~vc + ~e l

n)) = S(~uc)β fl(~uc),for S(~xc) ∈ [0..s + r − 2], S(~uc) ∈ [2..s + r − S(~xc) − 1],
S(~vc) = s + r − S(~xc) − S(~uc).

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc, ~e
l
n, ~vc), (~xc + ~vc + ~e l

n,~0,~0,~0,~0)) = β,for S(~xc) ∈ [0..s + r − 2], S(~vc) = s + r − S(~xc) − 1.

qc((~xc,~0, ~zc,~0,~0), (~xc + ~e l
n,~0,~0,~0,~0)) = R(l)β,for S(~xc) = s + r − 1.Note that ~Qc is not an in�nitesimal generator sine elements in some rows do not sum up to

0. Those rows orrespond to the system states where only s distint fragments are presentin the system. The diagonal elements of ~Qc are
qc(~wc, ~wc) = −rc(~wc) −

∑

~w′

c∈Tc−{~wc}

qc(~wc, ~w′
c), for ~wc ∈ Tc.For illustration purposes, we depit in Fig. 1 some of the transitions of the absorbing CTMCwhen n = 2, s = 3, r = 1, and k = 1.5.1 Data LifetimeThis setion is devoted to the analysis of the lifetime of D. It will be onvenient to introduesets

EI := {(~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0) : ~xc ∈ [0..s + r]n, S(~xc) = I} for I ∈ [s..s + r].The set EI onsists of all states of the proess ~Wc in whih the number of fragments of
D urrently available is equal to I and the reovery proess either has not been triggered(for I ∈ [s + r − k + 1..s + r]) or it has but no download has been ompleted yet (for
I ∈ [s..s + r − k]). For any I, the ardinal of EI is (

I+n−1
n−1

) (think of the possible seletionsof n − 1 boxes in a row of I + n − 1 boxes, so as to delimit n groups of boxes summing upto I).RR n° 7170



18 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. NainIntrodue Tc(EI) := inf{t > 0 : ~Wc(t) = a| ~Wc(0) ∈ EI}, the time until absorption instate a�or equivalently the time until D is lost�given that the initial number of fragmentsof D available in the system is equal to I. In the following, Tc(EI) will be referred to asthe onditional blok lifetime. We are interested in the onditional probability distributionfuntion, P (Tc(EI) ≤ t), and the onditional expetation, E[Tc(EI)], given that ~Wc(0) ∈ EIfor I ∈ [s..s + r].From the theory of absorbing Markov hains, we an ompute P (Tc({~wc}) ≤ t) where
T h

c ({~wc}) is the time until absorption in state a given that the system initiates in state
~wc ∈ Tc. We know that (e.g. [19, Lemma 2.2℄)

P (Tc({~wc}) ≤ t) = 1 − ~e
ind(~wc)
|Tc|

· exp
(

t ~Qc

)

·~1|Tc|, t > 0, ~wc ∈ Tc (2)where ind(~wc) refers to the index of state ~wc in the matrix ~Qc. De�nitions of vetors ~e i
j and

~1j were given at the end of Setion 3. Observe that the term ~e
ind(~wc)
|Tc|

· exp
(

t ~Qc

)

· ~1|Tc| inthe right-hand side of (2) is nothing but the summation of all |Tc| elements in row ind(~wc)of matrix exp
(

t ~Qc

).
(2, 0), (0, 0), (2, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0) (2, 1), (0, 0), (2, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 1), (2, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 0), (2, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 0), (0, 0), (2, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1)

(1, 0), (0, 0), (2, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(1, 0), (0, 0), (2, 1), (2, 0), (0, 1)

(1, 0), (0, 0), (2, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)

(1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(1, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(3, 1), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0)

(2, 2), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0)

D is unavailable D is available
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aFigure 1: Some transitions of the Markov hain ~Wc when n = 2, s = 3, r = 1, and k = 1.
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Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes19Let π~xc
denote the probability that the system starts in state ~wc = (~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0) ∈ EI attime 0 given that ~Wc(0) ∈ EI . We an write

π~xc
:= P

(

~Wc(0) = ~wc ∈ EI | ~Wc(0) ∈ EI

)

=

(

I

xc,1, . . . , xc,n

) n
∏

l=1

R(l)xc,l . (3)Clearly ∑

~wc∈EI
π~xc

= 1 for I ∈ [s..s + r]. Using (2) and (3) and the total probabilitytheorem yields, for I ∈ [s..s + r],
P (Tc(EI) ≤ t) =

∑

~wc∈EI

π~xc
P (Tc({~wc}) ≤ t)

= 1 −
∑

~wc∈EI

π~xc
~e

ind(~wc)
|Tc|

· exp
(

t ~Qc

)

·~1|Tc|, t > 0. (4)We know from [19, p. 46℄ that the expeted time until absorption given that the ~Wc(0) =
~wc ∈ Tc an be written as

E [Tc({~wc)}] = −~e
ind(~wc)
|Tc|

·
(

~Qc

)−1

·~1|Tc|, ~wc ∈ Tc,where the existene of (

~Qc

)−1 is a onsequene of the fat that all states in Tc are transient[19, p. 45℄. The onditional expetation of Tc(EI) is then (reall that the elements of EI areof the form (~xc,~0,~0,~0,~0))
E [Tc(EI)] =

∑

~wc∈EI

π~xc
E [Tc({~wc})]

= −
∑

~wc∈EI

π~xc
~e

ind(~wc)
|Tc|

·
(

~Qc

)−1

·~1|Tc|, for I ∈ [s..s + r]. (5)5.2 Data AvailabilityIn this setion we introdue di�erent metris to quantify the availability of D. But �rst,we will study the time during whih J fragments of D are available in the system giventhat there were initially I fragments. To formalize this measure, we introdue the followingsubsets of Tc, for J ∈ [0..s + r],
FJ := {(~xc, ~yc, ~zc, ~uc, ~vc) ∈ Tc : S(~xc) = J}The set FJ onsists of all states of proess ~Wc in whih the number of fragments of Durrently available is equal to J , regardless of the state of the reovery proess. The subsets

FJ form a partition of Tc. We may de�ne now
Tc(EI ,FJ) :=

∫ Tc(EI)

0

1l{ ~Wc(t) ∈ FJ | ~Wc(0) ∈ EI

}

dt.RR n° 7170



20 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nain
Tc(EI ,FJ) is the total time spent by the CTMC in the set FJ before being absorbed in state
a, given that ~Wc(0) ∈ EI . Similarly, Tc({~wc}, {~w′

c}) is the total time spent by the CTMCin state ~w′
c before being absorbed in state a, given that ~Wc(0) = ~wc. We know from [14, p.419℄ that

E [Tc({~wc}, {~w′
c})] = −~e

ind(~wc)
|Tc|

·
(

~Qc

)−1

· t~e
ind(~w′

c)

|Tc|
, ~wc, ~w′

c ∈ Tc (6)where t~y denotes the transpose of a given vetor ~y. In other words, the expetation E [Tc({~wc}, {~w′
c})]is the entry of matrix (

− ~Qc

)−1 at row ind(~wc) and olumn ind(~w′
c). Using (3) and (6), wederive for I ∈ [s..s + r] and J ∈ [0..s + r]

E [Tc(EI ,FJ)] =
∑

~w′

c∈FJ

E [Tc(EI , {~w′
c})]

=
∑

~wc∈EI

∑

~w′

c∈FJ

π~xc
E [Tc({~wc}, {~w′

c})]

= −
∑

~wc∈EI

∑

~w′

c∈FJ

π~xc
~e

ind(~wc)
|Tc|

·
(

~Qc

)−1

· t~e
ind(~w′

c)

|Tc|
. (7)We are now in position of introduing two availability metris. The �rst metri, de�nedas

Mc,1(EI) := E

[

s+r
∑

J=0

J
Tc(EI ,FJ)

Tc(EI)

]

, where I ∈ [s..s + r],an be interpreted as the expeted number of fragments ofD that are available for download�as long as D is not lost�given that I fragments are initially available. A seond metri is
Mc,2(EI , m) := E

[

s+r
∑

J=m

Tc(EI ,FJ)

Tc(EI)

]

, where I ∈ [s..s + r],that we an interpret as the fration of the lifetime of D when at least m fragments are avail-able for download, given that I fragments are initially available. For instane, Mc,2(Es+r, s)is the proportion of time when data D is available for users, given that s + r fragments of
D are initially available for download.The expetations involved in the omputation of the availability metris are di�ult to�nd in losed-form. Therefore, we resort to using the following approximation

E

[

Tc(EI ,FJ)

Tc(EI)

]

≈
E[Tc(EI ,FJ)]

E[Tc(EI)]
, (8)where the terms in the right-hand side have been derived in (7) and (5). We will ome bakto this approximation in Setion 7. With this approximation in mind, the two availabilityINRIA
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Mc,1(EI) =

s+r
∑

J=0

J
E[Tc(EI ,FJ)]

E[Tc(EI)]
, where I ∈ [s..s + r], (9)

Mc,2(EI , m) =

s+r
∑

J=m

E[Tc(EI ,FJ)]

E[Tc(EI)]
, where I ∈ [s..s + r]. (10)6 Distributed Repair SystemsIn this setion, we model P2P storage systems that implement a distributed reovery meh-anism, as desribed in Setion 3. The system at time t an be desribed by the number offragments that are available for download and the state of the reovery proess. Unlike theentralized ase, the distributed reovery proess onsists of only a download phase at theend of whih the seure agent running on the new peer reonstruts a single fragment andstores it on the peer's disk.To model the system, we introdue n-dimensional vetors ~Xd(t), ~Yd(t), ~Zd(t) and a

3n-dimensional vetor ~Wd(t) = ( ~Xd(t), ~Yd(t), ~Zd(t)). Vetors ~Yd(t) and ~Zd(t) desribe thereovery proess. The formal de�nition of these vetors is as follows:� ~Xd(t) := (Xd,1(t), . . . , Xd,n(t)) where Xd,l(t) is a [0..s + r]-valued rv denoting thenumber of fragments of D stored on peers that are in phase l at time t. ~Xd(t) mustverify S( ~Xd(t)) ∈ [s − 1..s + r].� ~Yd(t) := (Yd,1(t), . . . , Yd,n(t)) where Yd,l(t) is a [0..s−1]-valued rv denoting the numberof fragments of D being downloaded at time t to the seure agent from peers in phase
l (one fragment per peer).� ~Zd(t) := (Zd,1(t), . . . , Zd,n(t)) where Zd,l(t) is a [0..s−1]-valued rv denoting the numberof fragments of D hold at time t by the seure agent and whose download was donefrom peers in phase l (one fragment per peer). Observe that these peers may have leftthe system by time t.As in the entralized ase, Yd,l(t) ≤ Xd,l(t) for l ∈ [1..n] at any time t. The number offragments of D that are available for download at time t is given by S( ~Xd(t)). During thereovery proess, S(~Yd(t))+ S(~Zd(t)) = s, suh that S(~Yd(t)), S(~Zd(t)) ∈ [1..s− 1]. Beausethe distributed sheme repairs fragments only one at a time, we have S( ~Xd(t)) ∈ [s−1..s+r].The end of the download phase is also the end of the reovery proess. We will then have

~Yd(t) = ~Zd(t) = ~0 until the reovery proess is again triggered.
D is available when S( ~Xd(t)) ≥ s, unavailable when S( ~Xd(t)) = s − 1 and b( ~Xd(t),

~Yd(t), ~Zd(t)) ≥ s (reall the lower bound on the number of distint fragments in the systemintrodued in Setion 5) and lost otherwise (situation modeled by a single absorbing state
a).RR n° 7170



22 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. NainAording to the desription and assumptions listed in Setion 3, the state of data D attime t an be represented by ~Wd(t) and the multi-dimensional proess ~Wd := { ~Wd(t), t ≥ 0}is an absorbing homogeneous CTMC with a single absorbing state a. The set of transientstates Td is the set of elements of [0..s+r]n× [0..s−1]n× [0..s−1]n that verify the onstraintsmentioned above.The analysis of the absorbing Markov hain ~Wd that takes values in Td ∪ {a} is verysimilar to the analysis of ~Wc in Setion 5, we will then only sketh it. In partiular, ~Rdand ~Qd have similar de�nitions as ~Rc and ~Qc after replaing the subsript �c� with thesubsript �d� whenever needed. The non-zero elements of ~Rd are, for S(~yd) ∈ [1..s − 1] and
S(~zd) = s − S(~yd),

rd(~xd,~0,~0) =

n
∑

l=1

xd,lµl, for S(~xd) = s.

rd(~xd, ~yd, ~zd) =
n

∑

l=1

xd,lµl, for S(~xd) = s − 1.

rd(~xd, ~yd, ~zd) =

n
∑

l=1

yd,lµl · 1l{b(~xd, ~yd, ~zd) = s}, for S(~xd) = s.We next write the non-zero elements of ~Qd.The ase when a peer leaves the systemThere are three situations in this ase. In the �rst situation, either the reovery proesshas not been triggered or it has but no download has been ompleted yet. In the other twosituations, the reovery proess is ongoing and at least one download is ompleted. In theseond situation, the departing peer does not a�et the reovery proess, whih is not thease of the third situation, where the seure agent must start downloading a fragment fromanother available peer that is uniformly seleted among all available peers not urrentlyinvolved in the reovery proess. This peer would be in phase m with probability pm for
m ∈ [1..n]. The elements of ~Qd orresponding to these three situations are, for l ∈ [1..n],
m ∈ [1..n], S(~yd) ∈ [1..s − 1] and S(~zd) = s − S(~yd),

qd((~xd,~0,~0), (~xd − ~e l
n,~0,~0)) = xd,lµl,for S(~xd) ∈ [s + 1..s + r].

qd((~xd, ~yd, ~zd), (~xd − ~e l
n, ~yd, ~zd)) = [xd,l − yd,l]

+µl,for S(~xd) ∈ [s..s + r − 1].

qd((~xd, ~yd, ~zd), (~xd − ~e l
n, ~yd − ~e l

n + ~e m
n , ~zd)) =

yd,lµl[xd,m − yd,m − zd,m]+
∑n

i=1[xd,i − yd,i − zd,i]+
,for S(~xd) ∈ [s..s + r − 1].The ase when a peer rejoins the systemThere are three situations in this ase exatly like in Setion 5. The elements of ~Qdorresponding to these three situations are, for l ∈ [1..n], S(~yd) ∈ [1..s − 1] and S(~zd) =
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s − S(~yd),

qd((~xd,~0,~0), (~xd + ~e l
n,~0,~0)) = pl(s + r − S(~xd))pλ, for S(~xd) ∈ [s..s + r − 1].

qd((~xd, ~yd, ~zd), (~xd + ~e l
n, ~yd, ~zd)) = pl(s + r − S(~xd))pλ, for S(~xd) ∈ [s − 1..s + r − 2].

qd((~xd, ~yd, ~zd), (~xd + ~e l
n,~0,~0)) = pl pλ, for S(~xd) = s + r − 1.The ase when one download is ompleted during the reovery proessThere are three situations in this ase, following whih download has been ompleted.If it is the �rst or any of the s − 2 subsequent ones, then we obtain the two situationsdesribed in Setion 5. The third situation ours when the last download is ompleted,whih is essentially the end of the reovery phase. The elements of ~Qd orresponding tothese three situations are, for l ∈ [1..n] and m ∈ [1..n],

qd((~xd,~0,~0), (~xd,~i − ~e l
n, ~e l

n)) = sα g(~i, ~xd) fl(~i),for S(~xd) ∈ [s..s + r − k], il ∈ [0..xd,l], S(~i) = s.
qd((~xd, ~yd, ~zd), (~xd, ~yd − ~e l

n, ~zd + ~e l
n)) = S(~yd)α fl(~yd),for S(~xd) ∈ [s − 1..s + r − 1], S(~yd) ∈ [2..s − 1], S(~zd) = s − S(~yd).

qd((~xd, ~e m
n , ~zd), (~xd + ~e l

n,~0,~0)) = R(l)α,for S(~xd) ∈ [s − 1..s + r − 1], S(~zd) = s − 1.And last :
qd(~wd, ~wd) = −rd(~wd) −

∑

~w′

d
∈Td−{~wd}

qd(~wd, ~w′
d), for ~wd ∈ Td.For illustration purposes, we depit in Fig. 2 some of the transitions of the absorbing CTMCwhen n = 2, s = 4, r = 2, and k = 1.We an now derive losed-form expressions for the distribution of the onditional bloklifetime, its expetation, and the two availability metris, as was done in Setion 5. P (Td(EI) ≤

t), E [Td(EI)], E [Td(EI ,FJ)], Md,1(EI) and Md,2(EI , m) are given in (4), (5), (7), (9) and(10) respetively, after replaing the subsript �c� with the subsript �d.� Alike for theentralized ase, we will perform numerial omputations as it is not tratable to expliitlyinvert ~Qd.7 Validation of (8)In this setion, we validate the approximation made in (8) whih has been made to omputethe two availability metris in both models presented in this report. In order to do that,we need to simulate the Markov hain until absorption, and measure T (EI ,FJ) and T (EI)(we dropped the subsript as this applies to both entralized and distributed shemes). Thesample mean of their ratio should then be ompared to the ratio of the analytial expression.Eah simulation senario should be repeated many times in order to have a good estimationof the mean with a good on�dene interval.RR n° 7170



24 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. NainWe deided to simulate the Markov hain ~Wd as its state-spae is smaller than thatof ~Wc. To redue even more the state-spae, we set n = 1. In other words, peers on-times durations are exponentially distributed. The environment that we simulated has thefollowing harateristis: the expeted o�-time is 1/λ = 1 hour; the expeted on-time is
1/µ = 3 hour; the persistene probability is p = 0.7; the original number of fragments of
D is s = 8; the fragment size is 1MB. We simulated a total of 10 di�erent senarios, eahhaving di�erent values of r and k. We have varied r from 1 to 4 and k from 1 to r. We have atotal of 320 di�erent instanes over all senarios. In order to obtain a maximum estimationerror of about 1% with 97% on�dene interval, we need to have over 150 sampled values.Hene, eah senario is simulated 150 times.For eah instane, we ollet the 150 simulated values of the ratio T (EI ,FJ)/T (EI)and ompute their average. This is the estimation of the left-hand side of (8) and will beonsidered as the �orret� value. The right-hand side of (8) is omputed using the simpli�edversions of (5) and (7) that appeared in [10℄, where n = 1 (after replaing the subsript ��with the subsript �d�). This is the �approximate� value. We ompute the relative errorbetween the orret value and the approximate value. Having olleted all values of therelative error from all 320 instanes, we derive the empirial omplementary umulativedistribution funtion of the relative error, as depited in Fig. 3.We have found that only 10% of the values are larger than 0.9× 10−3 and, most impor-tantly, the maximum value of the relative error is 0.0028. We onlude that the approximation(8) is very good. This approximation has been validated also in our previous work [1℄ underdi�erent assumptions. Even though we have not simulated the Markov hain ~Wc presentedin this report, we are onvined that the approximation will be equally good.
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Figure 2: Some transition rates of the Markov hain ~Wd when n = 2, s = 4, r = 2, and
k = 1.
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Figure 3: The CCDF of the relative error indued by the approximation (8).8 Numerial ResultsThe models presented in Setions 5 and 6 an be seen as a generalization of those presentedin [10℄. As a matter of uriosity, we will ompare in this setion the results obtained withall these models when onsidering an environment that is known to violate the exponentialassumption on peers on-times made in [10℄. This allows us to see whether the models in [10℄are robust against a violation of this assumption. One this question addressed, we solvenumerially our models to evaluate the lifetime and availability of data stored on P2PSSrunning in di�erent ontexts. Throughout the numerial omputations, we onsider bothentralized- and distributed-reovery implementations.8.1 Parameter valuesOur mathematial models have been solved numerially using a set of parameters values.Network parameters λ, {pi, µi}i=1,...,n and p. We onsider three sets of valuesthat represent three di�erent environments. These orrespond to three data sets that havebeen studied in the literature. The sets CSIL and Condor have been olleted by Nurmi,Brevik and Wolski [20℄. The CSIL set reports uptime of mahines in the Computer SieneInstrutional Laboratory (CSIL) at the University of California, Santa Barbara. As forthe Condor set, it reports CPU idle times of peers in a Condor pool [8℄ at the Universityof Wisonsin, in other words, it reports the availability of peers to perform an externaljob (the Condor pool o�ers proessing time to the whole Internet). This an be seen asthe time during whih a peer may partiipate in a storage system. The All-pairs-ping set
RR n° 7170



26 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. NainTable 2: Data sets harateristis and orresponding peers parameters valuesData set CSIL Condor All-pairs-pingContext LAN Internet PlanetLabCovered period 8 weeks 6 weeks 21 monthsNumber of peers 83 210 200�550On-times distribution H3 [20℄ H2 [20℄ Exp. [22℄(best �t) (best �t) (reasonable)On-times parameters
p1 0.464 0.592 1
p2 0.197 0.408 �
p3 0.339 � �
1/µ1 (hours) 250.3 0.094 181
1/µ2 (hours) 1.425 3.704 �
1/µ3 (hours) 33.39 � �Mean on-time (hours) 127.7 1.567 181Mean o�-time (hours) 48 0.522 61Perentage of on-times 0.727 0.75 0.750Persistene probability p 0.3 0.8 0.3has been obtained by Stribling [26℄ after the proessing of ping requests between eah pairof PlanetLab [21℄ nodes. Eah node pings every other node roughly 4 times an hour. A10-probes ping is onsidered suessful only if at least one probe response was reeived.The sets CSIL and Condor are best �t by a hyper-exponential distribution aordingto the analysis in [20℄, even though they report di�erent �avors of peer �availability�. Anexponential distribution is found to �reasonably� �t the All-pairs-ping data set in [22℄. Thebasi harateristis of the three data sets onsidered here and the orresponding valuesof the peers parameters are reported in Table 2. Out of the three mentioned senarios,Condor experienes the highest dynamis environment. This behavior has been reportedelsewhere onerning peers on the Internet. For instane, it has been observed in [4, 5℄that on average peers join/leave the Internet 6.4 times per day and that sessions timesare typially on the order of hundreds of minutes on average. In this report, the Condorsystem will mirror the Internet ontext and CSIL and PlanetLab environments will mirrora stable environment suh as loal area or researh laboratory networks where mahines areusually highly available. As an exponential distribution is found to �reasonably� �t the peersavailability in the All-pairs-ping data-set, PlanetLab-like systems an be studied using themodels presented in [10℄ while the CSIL and Condor ontexts need the more general modelsdeveloped in this report. Justifying this last point is the objetive of the next setion.The value of λ, or equivalently the mean o�-time, has been set to have the same peersavailability aross all environments. This measure, given in row 16 of Table 2, is the prob-ability of �nding a peer onneted or equivalently the perentage of on-times in a peer lifeyle. We have set p = 0.8 in the Condor senario as peers hurn rate is very high and
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Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes27
p = 0.3 otherwise, namely in the CSIL and All-pairs-ping senarios. This is to re�et thatdisonnetions in stable environments are likely due to software or hardware problems.Protool parameters s, r and k. Nowadays, blok sizes in P2P storage systems areusually set to either 4MB, 8MB or 9MB and fragment sizes are set somewhere between256KB and 1MB. A helpful fator to hoose from these values an be the average sizeof the stored �les in the system, so that the fragmentation overhead assoiated with thetransmission of data is still negligible with respet to the �les sizes. Conerning CSIL-and Condor-like systems, we will onsider blok sizes of 4 MB and fragment sizes of 1 MBif erasure odes (EC) are used (so that s = 4) and of 1.35 MB if regenerating odes areused. In the CSIL senario. In [10℄ where results in the PlanetLab ontext are reported,we onsidered blok sizes of 8MB and fragment sizes of 1MB and then s = 8. In the CSILsenario where peers hurn is low, we vary the redundany r from 1 to 1.5s = 6. In the highdynami senario (Condor), we vary the redundany r from 1 to 3s = 12 (resp. to 1.5s = 6)when the reovery is distributed (resp. entralized). In all the onsidered senarios, we varythe threshold k from 1 to r.Observe that the optimal amount of redundany r omes as a trade-o� between high dataavailability and high storage e�ieny and depends on the reovery threshold k. Smallerthreshold values allow for smaller amounts of redundant data at the expense of higherbandwidth utilization. The trade-o� here is between e�ient storage use (small r) ande�ient bandwidth use (large k).Reovery proess parameters α and β. Fragments download/upload times dependon the upload/download apaities of the peers and the entral authority when needed. Themeasurement study [25℄ of P2P �le sharing systems, namely Napster and Gnutella, showsthat 78% of the users have downstream bottlenek of at least 100 Kbps. Furthermore, 50%of the users in Napster and 60% of the users in Gnutella use broadband onnetions (Cable,DSL, T1 or T3) having rate between 1Mbps and 3.5Mbps. Moreover, a reent experimentalstudy [15℄ on P2P VoIP and �le sharing systems shows that more than 90% of users haveupstream apaity between 30 Kbps and 384 Kbps, where the downstream is of the orderof some Mbps (like Cable/ADSL). When RC is enfored, the reovery proess is faster dueto the fat that the size of the downloaded fragments is smaller. Reall that with EC a newpeer downloads s fragments eah of size 1 MB, whereas with RC it downloads s piees eahof size ≥

s

s2 − s + 1
· SB/s = 0.308 MB. Therefore, and based on the above two mentionedstudies and on the simulation results presented in [11℄, we assume that in EC based systems

1/α = 56 seonds for CSIL ontext and 88 seonds for Condor ontext, and in RC basedsystems 1/α = 23 seonds for Condor ontext.8.2 Comparison with the models of [10℄As mentioned previously, the models presented in [10℄ are a speial ase of the modelsdeveloped here, namely when the number of phases of the hyper-exponential distribution ofon-times is n = 1. To avoid any ambiguity, the models presented in [10℄ will be referred to as�basi� models whereas the ones developed in Setion 5 and 6 will be referred to as �general�
RR n° 7170



28 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nainmodels. Beause of the redued state-spae, solving the basi models is muh less timeonsuming than solving the general models. The basi models desribe well PlanetLab-likeenvironments. However, one question remains: do they model any environment?To answer this question, we deliberately selet a senario in whih peers have beenidenti�ed to have a non-exponential on-times distribution, namely the Condor senario, andevaluate the lifetime of a blok of data D using both models and ompare the results. In [20℄,a 2-stage hyper-exponential distribution is found to best �t the Condor data set, but theauthors identify as well the parameter of the exponential distribution that best �ts the samedata.Table 3 reports the expeted data lifetime obtained with the distributed-reovery imple-mentation for s = 4, 1/λ = 0.522 hour, 1/α = 22 seonds, p = 0.8 and di�erent amountsof redundany r and reovery thresholds k. Results provided by the general model with
1/µ1 = 0.094 hours, 1/µ2 = 3.704 hours, p1 = 0.592 and p2 = 1 − p1 are in olumn 3; thosegiven by the basi model with 1/µ = 1.543 hours (best exponential �t found in [20℄) and
1/µ = 1.567 (�rst moment of the H2 distribution) an be found in olumns 4 and 6 respe-tively. The relative error between E[Td(Es+r)] (general model; olumn 3) and E[Td(s + r)](basi model [10℄; olumns 4 and 6) are reported in olumns 5 and 7.Table 3 reveals that the basi model returns substantially di�erent results than thoseof the general model. Sine the distribution of peers on-times is hyper-exponential in theCondor senario, the results obtained through the general model are the orret ones. Weonlude that the basi model presented in [10℄ does not apture the essene of the systemperformane when peers on-times are not exponentially distributed. Heneforth, we will usethe basi model in senarios with the All-pairs-ping harateristis, and the general modelin senarios with the harateristis of either CSIL, or Condor.Table 3: Expeted data lifetime (expressed in hours) in a Condor senario using adistributed-reovery sheme. Comparison between E[T (Es+r)] (extended model) and
E[T e

h(s + r)] (simple model).
s = 4 H2 �t [20℄ Exponential �t [20℄ equating 1st moments

E[T (Es+r)] E[T e
h(s + r)] error E[T e

h(s + r)] error
k = 1 r = 2 1.437 0.78 -45.7% 1.017 -29.2%

r = 4 5.866 3.453 -41.1% 4.09 -30.2%
r = 6 15.751 14.04 -10.8% 14.44 -8.32%

k = 2 r = 2 0.729 0.492 -3.5% 0.633 -13.1%
r = 4 3.689 2.34 -36.5% 2.74 -25.7%
r = 6 12.263 10.464 -14.67% 10.732 -12.48%
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Lifetime and availability of data stored on a P2P system: Evaluation of redundany and reovery shemes29Table 4: Expeted lifetime and �rst availability metriCondor ontext E[T (Es+r)] (in days) M1(Es+r)
s = 4 ent. repair dist. repair ent. repair dist. repair

1/α = 22 se 1/α = 22 se 1/α = 22 se 1/α = 22 se
1/β = 6 se � 1/β = 6 se �

k = 1 r = 2 0.365 5.34e-02 5.786 5.662
r = 4 20.769 0.175 7.680 7.244
r = 5 129.551 0.305 8.627 7.980
r = 6 730.132 0.526 9.574 8.679
r = 10 � 3.933 � 11.104
r = 12 � 9.558 � 12.117

k = 2 r = 2 0.123 1.92e-02 5.389 4.940
r = 4 6.955 9.62e-02 7.339 6.519
r = 5 45.901 0.187 8.311 7.290

k = 4 r = 4 0.222 1.86e-02 6.318 5.212CSIL ontext E[T (Es+r)] (in months) M1(Es+r)
s = 4 distributed repair distributed repair

1/α = 22 se 1/α = 56 se 1/α = 22 se 1/α = 56 se
k = 1 r = 2 3.002 0.852 5.980 5.959

r = 4 209.36 21.75 7.962 7.919
k = 2 r = 2 0.202 9.94e-02 5.011 5.000

r = 4 24.42 4.097 6.985 6.952
k = 4 r = 4 0.162 7.878e-02 5.053 5.0468.3 Performane analysisWe have solved numerially (4), (5), (7), (9) and (10) given that all s+ r fragments of D areinitially available, onsidering either Condor or CSIL ontext, and either the entralized ordistributed reovery sheme. Results are reported partially in Table 4. Results in PlanetLab(All-pairs-ping) ontext using the basi model an be found in [10℄.It appears that, whihever the senario or the reovery mehanism onsidered, the ex-peted data lifetime inreases roughly exponentially with r and dereases with an inreasing

k. Regardless of the ontext onsidered, the distributed sheme, while an erasure ode inenfored, yields a signi�antly smaller expeted data lifetime than the entralized shemefor the same redundany mehanism, espeially when peers hurn rate is high; f. olumns3-4 in Table 5. Observe also how the performane deteriorates as peer hurn beomes moreimportant: ompare for instane in Table 4 rows 6 vs. 19, and 12 vs. 22; these orrespondto the same storage overhead r/s = 1 and the same value of reovery threshold k = 1 and 2respetively, but the ontext is di�erent.
RR n° 7170



30 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. NainTable 5: Expeted lifetime in Condor ontext for entralized or distributed repair shemeand either EC or RC are enforedCondor ontext E[T (Es+r)] (in days)reovery ent. dist. dist.redundany EC EC RC
1/α in se. 88 88 23
1/β in se. 6.3 � �

k = 1 r = 2 0.365 5.34e-02 1.607
r = 4 20.769 0.175 34.7
r = 5 129.551 0.305 144.15
r = 6 730.132 0.526 533.22

k = 2 r = 2 0.123 1.92e-02 0.43
r = 4 6.955 9.62e-02 8.21
r = 5 45.901 0.187 37.81

k = 4 r = 4 0.222 1.86e-02 0.33Observe how the use of regenerating odes improves very well the performane of thesystem even in dynami ontext; f. olumns 4-5 and 3-5. This is due to the fat that eahnew peer with RC downloads the size of one fragment unlike the ase of EC where eah peerdownloads the size of the whole blok of data in order to reover one fragment. However, ina stable ontext like CSIL, EC with the distributed repair sheme performs well as shownin Table 4.We onlude that when peers hurn rate is high, only the entralized repair sheme anbe e�ient if erasure ode is used as redundany mehanism, as long as the storage overheadis kept reasonable small (that is r/s ≤ 2). As the distributed repair sheme is more salablethan the entralized one, it will be a good implementation hoie in large networks wherehosts have a good availability. Regenerating odes sheme is very promising for the storageobjetive in dynami ontext even with distributed repair.Setting the system's key parameters.We illustrate now how our models an be used to set the system parameters r and k suhthat prede�ned requirements on data lifetime and availability are ful�lled. We assume thereovery mehanism is distributed and the ontext is similar to CSIL. We have piked twoontour lines of eah of the performane metris studied in this work and report them in Fig.4. Consider point A (resp. B) whih orresponds to r = 5 and k = 3 (resp. k = 2). Reallthat s = 4 (for both points). Seleting point A (resp. B) as the operating point of the P2PSSensures the following: given that eah data is initiated with s + r = 9 available fragments,then (i) the expeted data lifetime is 22.25 (resp. 188.91) months; (ii) 23.7% (resp. 3.13%)of the stored data would be lost after six months; (iii) as long as D is not lost, 6.486 (resp.7.871) fragments of D are expeted to be available in the system; (iv) during 99.9992% (resp.
99.9999%) of its lifetime, D is available for download; and (v) during 99.79% (resp. 99.7%)INRIA
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32 A. Dandoush, S. Alouf, P. Nainpoliy that is enfored (k > 1). Observe how the performane metris improve when k isdereased, even by one. However, this inurs more bandwidth use beause the reovery willbe more frequently triggered.9 ConlusionWe have proposed general analytial models for evaluating the performane of two ap-proahes for reovering lost data in distributed storage systems and three redundanyshemes. Numerial omputations have been performed to illustrate several issues of theperformane. We onlude that, using our theoretial framework, it is possible to tuneand optimize the system parameters for ful�lling prede�ned requirements. We �nd that, instable environments suh as loal area or researh laboratory networks where mahines areusually highly available, the distributed-repair sheme o�ers a reliable, salable and heapstorage/bakup solution regardless the redundany sheme. This is in ontrast with thease of highly dynami environments, where the distributed-repair sheme is ine�ient witherasure odes as long as the storage overhead is kept reasonable. P2PSS with entralized-repair sheme are e�ient in any environment but have the disadvantage of relying on aentralized authority. Regenerating odes sheme is very promising for P2PSS appliations.However, the analysis of the overhead ost (e.g. omputation, bandwidth and omplexityost) resulting from the di�erent redundany shemes with respet to their advantages (e.g.simpliity), is left for future work.Referenes[1℄ S. Alouf, A. Dandoush, and P. Nain. Performane analysis of peer-to-peer storagesystems. In Pro. of 20th International Teletra� Congress (ITC), volume 4516 ofLNCS, pages 642�653, Ottawa, Canada, 17�21 June 2007.[2℄ F. Baskett, K.M. Chandy, R.R Muntz, and F.G Palaios. Open, losed, and mixednetworks of queues with di�erent lasses of ustomers. J. ACM, 22(2):248�260, 1975.[3℄ R. Bhagwan, D. Moore, S. Savage, and G.M. Voelker. Repliation strategies for highlyavailable peer-to-peer storage. In Future Diretions in Distributed Computing, volume2584 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 153�158. Springer, 2003.[4℄ R. Bhagwan, S. Savage, and G. Voelker. Understanding availability. In Pro. of 2ndIPTPS, Berkeley, California, February 2003.[5℄ R. Bhagwan, K. Tati, Y. Cheng, S. Savage, and G.M. Voelker. Total Reall: Systemsupport for automated availability management. In Pro. of ACM/USENIX NSDI '04,pages 337�350, San Franiso, California, Marh 2004.
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